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Accounting lnfonnation Systems is one of the critical systems in a 
corporation. This system will support all the critical financial information, which will 
be needed by the management in order to help them in their decision-making. 
Traditional accounting, which is manually written with a pen on the paper, has 
proven to be tedious job. Accountant needs to be very careful in order not to make 
any mistake while recording the transaction committed by the company. 
Therefore, computer-based accounting is being introduced in order to help the 
accountants manage their accounting set effectively. This new accounting systems 
ha helped to reduce mo t of the human-error and providing informative reports in a 
very hort time. Wcb-ba cd ace untinu system which will be develop in this project 
to provide an easy a ccss throu ih the internet for the u crs to gain their critical 
financial information. 
In this do umentation de .lopmcnt is sues su h 11 • s stem requirement 
methodolog and tern d isi in will be tis .uss .d thorou •hly. In the end of thi 
d urncntation, e em! pre-de clop interface ha been h wn to provide an easy 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview 
Modern office environment requires the establishment of a technology 
infrastructure that provides connectivity and the necessary tools to get the job done. 
Data requirements, having evolved into information requirements, have been further 
delineated into corporate knowledge requirements. 
E-Office is designed to support knowledge workers; individuals for whom the 
manipulation of information and knowledge is their busine . For this version, three 
modules are develop there are I Iuman Resource Management ystem (I IRM ), E- 
Transaction and eave Ap: roval S stem LA ). In this proj .ct, only one module will 
be dis u ed - e-Transa ztion. 
1.2 Project Definition 
/\ .countinu Inf nn.uion " 1 ·tt.:n1 I ' is" .ru .iul ·I .mcnt to an or ianization. /\ 
a Finan ial information s -st nu, a· .ountin i provides riti al information to the 
manac nn cnt f th' ruanization. /\11 of this information should be timely, accurate 
and rcliabl f r th" management in their decisions making. 
Th tablishment of this project is to build system that provides an easy and 
ccur access to the critical information through the online Internet connection. 
Managers ma want an urgent report to make a crucial decision on the or ianization's 
acti itics. 13y using this system, mana icrs will be able to •c11 irate th .ir 1 ·po1t in a 









A system requirement is the fundamental of a system design. Understanding the 
requirements given by the users will determine the success of this system. In order to 
determine what is the requirement, various methods have been use to gather the 
information or requirement needed by the users. This information will be analyzed in 
the systems and requirements analysis phase. This information will also be used to 
produce a logical design. 
1.3 Relationship among the modules of Electronic Office (E-Office) 
E - Transaction ~ Payroll ~ 
• nu ic nl 
r ..., • al ulat • 
0 
Human Resource Login ~ Management System 
'- ./ ~ 
• 'ul ultu · 
011 Tomi I 
-.. Leave Approval ~ 
System ~ Lcnv Info 
• Proce sin 1 transaction process based 
on sala: information f10111 I !RMS 
nr & T tnl Benefit 
sala 
• 'HVC 
• Mnna re Application Leave 
• Update Leave Database 
Fizure 1-1 "' Relationship between Modules 
Figure abo e shows the modules connection diagram for this E-Office System. 
I luman Resource Management System is a module in this system and it rclatin 1 
with two other modules; !~-Transaction and Lcav · Approval S 1:-;t ·111. Th • 1 cuu shar · 









authorized user allowed to access to the modules in this system. The employees must 
register their ID and password. After registration, they can access the module based 
on their department and ability to view their information. 
The E-Transaction system will cooperate with Human Resource Management 
System in handing the employee's payroll matter. They will share the same payroll 
database. Human Resource Management System will calculate the employee's 
payroll based on the payroll details such as basic salary and total of various benefits 
as offered by the company. Based on information payroll from database, E- 
Transaction will provide and produce amount of salary that the company should pay 
to the staITs. The system will then update the payroll database to enable the employee 
view their payroll detail in the human re urcc pa ic ever end or month. 
The Leave Appro al -stcm icnerat 'Sand provide all reports about employees 
leave appli ation; all infonuuti n an be retrieved b hu111u11 resource management 
stem. The human rcsour ' 11Hu1:11 nu ·111 ' ill .ousid -r ubout lea c such as leave 
v ith ut paid to al ulatc pa «ell for that nuplo 1 • .s. All re ords about cmplo ccs 









1.4 Project Objectives 
1.4.1 Objectives of e-Office 
i) To provide an ease of use, accessibility and user friendly graphical user 
interface. 
The design of user interface is at user skill level where no command or 
programming skill is needed to access the system. Users can handle the system 
very easily as simple as clicking on buttons only. Users do not have to do a lot of 
typing; data input is decreased to the minimum. Most of the data are retrieved 
from database. 
ii) To en .urc the most reliable and the latest information is distributed in 
th" n tworl. 
This informati 11 is di tribute l de 'troni nil and m st of it i retrieved from the 
databa c. n ' th' database is up lat· I all th· info in thi. s stem, as an be seen 
uutoruuti .all . Th· latest news .an be 
iii) To r due manpow er 
hitting fr ma manual-paper processing to a computerized processing is able 
to r due manpov er. Authorized employees can easily manage their own tasks 
pro ided in this system instead of depending on one specific employee to cope 








iv) Cost Effective and Security 
With new internet technologies a cost effective and security method to deliver 
human resources services because it enables employees and administrator easy to 
access data. 
v) User-friendly, attractive and interactive interface 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) will boost the user friendliness of the module. 
The interface will have resemble of those Windows based application to enable 
user to be more comfortable to look at the interface instead of creating an 
interface which is odd-looking from the Windows operating · ystcm. The 
interface or the module also has to be similar to those of other modules in the 
ystcm in order for the u er not to get conf u ed and uncornf rtablc with the 
chan 1 • of intcrfa as th, 'jump from module to another. 
1.4.2 OL>j cctiv 'S of e-Trunsnction 
Thi modul . fun ti inalitv obj · .tiv • Io ·us 'Son : 
i) Provid the orzunization with accounting functionality 
all thi m dule will p rform the accounting activities where it helps the 
u r parti ularlv the accountants to input the financial transaction records of the 
organization This module has resemblance to Accounting Information System 
Al currently used by many organizations but the main difference is that this 
module focuses n real time data where its database automatically updates its .lf 
' hencver a transaction occurs whereas normal AIS uc .d the 11s .r to k ·y in 111t ~t 








ii) A flexible and dynamic transaction system 
This system can be use by different kind of industries whether it ts 
merchandising, manufacturing or a services provider companies. 
iii) Improving the financial management for companies 
Automating manual procedures will improve the financial management by 
reducing errors to Jess than 1 % and increasing the speed and accuracy. Besides 
have ability to shortening data-processing time by 50%, it is also creating a 
paperless environment by using the electronically data storage .o that the 
management will be more cost effective. 
iv) Provide data analysis and r ·porting capability 
c idc providin 1 a ountin 1 apabilit , the I ·-Trnn u tion module al o provide 
analy is fcatur .s su h as bta nnul 1sis of th· trunsu .tions re .ords in sales and 
oth irs. Eventual! 1 the out .omc or th· anal sis ' ill b · used to icncratc necessary 
report uch as th' balun .c shc 't, trial baluucc and oth ·r r .lntcd report 
1.5 Tarzctcd ser 
Th main purpose of this project is to develop system to cater most of the area in 
the accounting departments. This system is developing in general basis which have 
the basic accounting needs to be used in various industries such a· manufacturing 
and merchandising. The main user of this system can be cute iorizc I into two 1roups 









i) The Management Group 
This group consists of the managers, the director or the partners of the 
companies. They will use this system as a source of information to facilitate them 
in decision making. 
ii) The Employees Group 
This group is called the common user. They use this system to calculate and 
record the transactions as they manually record them in the bookkeeping. They 
are able to generate report for the managers according to the manager's 
requirements. 
1.6 Expected Outcome 
Thi stem is expo tc I t : 
I .. I Fa ilitatc the a' ountin • basi · needs of the indu Irie which arc 
re ord transa ctions iuloruuuiou. 
I. Minimize th· rim • u .cd .d to I .rtonn duil 1 task b th· user. 
l. Minimize th' I a1 'n ork u ··I i11 duil trunsa .rions. 
I . .4 Pro i le 'n u ih information for th' muna icrial department ind cision 
makinu. 
1.7 Project cope 
E-Transaction or transaction module is a part of ~-hnancial which i 
containing 3 sub-modules (include payroll and pro lu tion 111 idul .). This proj .ct is 









within the organization as well as transactions with external organization. It is a part 
of organization financial basic component. 
This project will be developed on SQL Server as the server site. In addition to 
the flexibility of accessing the data, this application will be hosted up on the internet. 
To do this, development of this system will be based on the multi-user applications. 
E-Transaction is dedicated to the accounting and non-accounting knowledge 
users. Information from this system can be used a critical information for decision 
making by the management of an organization. 
The scop of project cover the development of a user friendly accounting 
module which focus on maximum automation on the activities 11 accounting which 
mean minimizing he involvement of human re urccs 111 icncratin 1 financial 
report . The ;-Tr:rnsn tion mo lulc .nu b · .atc 1 rizcd int 
arc the: 
i) Tran 'action 
ontain detail re ord of ca .h tr.uisa .tious nu I inloruuuiun or .ustorncrs and 
main modules whi h 
endors. 
ii) Accountina and Financial 
Th biggc t m dule consists of 8 sub modules which is performing the basic type 
fa aunt or transaction. 
iii) Report Generator 
Pro iding the generation of accounting report namely the General Ledger, 










Transaction Accounting and finance Reporting 
• Invoicing • Fixed Asset • General Ledger 
• Receipts • Modal • Balance Sheet 
• Purchasing • Creditor • Specific Module Reports 
• Payments • Debtor 
• Clients' • Sales 
Information • Purchase 
• Vendor • Expan es 
Information • ther In omc 
Figure 1-2 tru turn! llicrar .hy of E-Trnnsaction Module 
1.8 Research Method 
Rcfcrrin 1 to th' mctho I r intonu.uiou nuh .rin ', uitablc fact findin 1 
tc hniquc i c scntial in order to 1 ·t th· r ·I .vuut r .Icr ·11 c do umcnts as well as 
c tabli hinc a hiuh dcurcc und irstandinu towards the pr jcct cope and development 
r quiremcnt and at th ... ame time building a strong groundwork in system design. 
Th re ar 5 major types of resources referred to carry out the research 
including the library, the Internet, individuals, personal books or lecture notes and 










References had been done in the library to give a clear comprehension on e- 
office. This approach used to solve similar problems and to gain knowledge on 
researches done by the e-office's pioneers. There are also a number of projects 
related to ' e" concepts that helped to create new solution to complete this project. 
The references had been done in University Malaya's Main Library and the faculty's 
document room. 
Reference of senior's thesis and research serves as a guideline in conducting 
research and as a literature review. Referring to their some ideas is become very 
useful too. 
t.8.2 Int met 
The Internet i one of the major re our c to rain inf rmation. Information 
mthcr .d from th' Int 'met i11 .lu le th· information on 011 ·q t · of ·RP, c-bu inc. s, 
Accounting Information c ·i 111 Methe dolo ii .s ;111cl Strntc iic · . .stcm 
e al uation and oth ir . Th' tar rest sour 'of information wh: .h th· information varies 
fr 111 all area ofthe l 'mi· vcr h .lplul. 
l.8.3 Individuals 
me indivi ual had been referred to gain the per onal knowledge on their 
f Ids of im r t. Mo tly the knowledge is gained from the lecturers, tutor, friends 
and ther about the concept of e-office, the project development, and some on the 
account and transaction information. 
1.8. Per ·onal books and lecture notes 
Reference books are the most important source or rclcrcn .c for condu tin' 
the research on the system development. Th· book till' vnn ·s trum the 1no~t 










business rule such as books on intermediate accounting as well as books on 
Accounting Information System. 
Personal books and lecture notes are referred to review some knowledge that 
helps on the development of the system. They include the some programming guides 
and project management knowledge. 
1.8.5 Accounting Software 
Some of accounting software which is available for reference purpose in the 
sense of functionality is reviewed. The reviews will explain in the next chapter. 
l.9 Project chcdulc 
In order to or ranizc the dcvcl pmcnt phase or th, y tcm a hcdulc is essential 
in order to develop the s 'Stem in 11\0r, pro] ·r mann 'r where the development phase 
f 110\ s crtain time fram · nllo .atc I. Tabl · 1.1 shov · the project schedule for the 
tern \ hi!' · i iurc 1-1 is a antt .hart on th· d · ·I >p111 ·11t pitas· schedule nlonc 
the intended time frame r r ·a .h pitas· or th· s -stcm. This project was given a 
durati n of month to conn l .rc this I hasc I. It was started in June 2003 and ended 
in ept cmb 'r _QQ . Pha ' ll is shown in Figure 1-2 will be continued on October 









Table 1.1 Project schedule 
.. ! .  
Date " J ~ : '. .t : ' 
', Activities '.. .. -' •· ,: . :-· -··· " 
From . ... .. To ,. ' '!~ -. .. ., . ·:. ,;: ····''' -·.j 
Phase I 
Literature review 1/6/2003 10/7/2003 
System analysis 1/6/2003 10/7/2003 
Methodology 11/7/2003 20/8/2003 




Implementation and Testing 
n..._., 
Documentation 1/6/2003 31/1/2004 
Figur 1-3 
.------------.-----..--- 
.:wH hart for Phas ·I of S st ·111 I) •v ·lopmcnt 















Figure 1-4 Gantt Chart for Phase II of System Development 
Activities October November December January 
System Design, Implementation 
and Testing 
Documentation 
During the software development process, the workload will break down into 
5 parts which is Literature Review, System Analysis, Methodology, System Design 
and Documentation. According to the schedule, the initial state of the project begins 
with the literature review and system analysis which include the task of identify the 
sy terns need to be develop and gathering the information on the system 
requirement . This is includin 1 fun .tional rcquirem nt non-functional requirement 
and oftwarc and hardv arc requirement for de eloping sy tcms 
In stem d 'Si 1nation, ' ·r I lo •i ·al asp. ·t Io th. s stem will be defined. 
Thi is in ludin 1 the , sterns ar .hitc .tur · dcsi in int ·rra .cs des: 111 an I dutaba: c 
de ign. Finally th' d um ·ntation pro .s · will b · r · is .d and r vised a iain so that 






















CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE RESEARCH AND REVIEW 
2.1 Overview 
Before we proceed with the details of the designation of the system, literature 
review should be done first. Literature review is an important element for a software 
development process. Through this study, information can be obtained before any 
decision on designing the system can be made. 
2.1.1 Accounting Concepts Review 
Accounting is the means of communication process of identifying, 
measuring, recording and communicating financial information about an economic 
entity. 
2.1.2 Traditional approach 
It has more Io us 11 re ordi 11 • Ii nan iul in forma t ion to keep accounts which 
the re ourccs of the bu in 'SS has b ·e11 use I. Th· traditic nal npproa h or accountin • 
focu c on re ord kccpin 1 or histori al · cuts and transa lions. These re ord 
eventually enable the u er to work 011 th· Iinun .inl I ositi Ht or th· business and profit 
or lo that ha be 'II ma tc ov ·r th· liuan i:tl p .riod 
2.1.3 one ptual Approach 
A untincs ha turned itself from merely providing the records of the 
business performance along the years but now have turned into providing 
inf nnation in order to assist the business in decision making context. Accounting 
information provided should assist with evaluating the past performance of the 
business as well as planning the strategy upon prcdictin 1 on a b Iler 1 .rformaucc by 










2.1.4 What is E-Transaction? 
"E" concept is the use of electronic tools such as computers, software and 
networks to make job being simpler, more accurate, quicker and cost effective. 
Recently there is a trend to signify "E" with more than just electronic rather 
specifically to computerized material. This term would obviously include software 
but does not strictly specify using a computer or the type of computer. 
Information system is a framework by which resources such as computers or 
peoples are coordinated to convert inputs into outputs in order to achieve the 
objectives of an enterprise. 
Transaction is a piece of business that i done between people such as 
financial transaction. It i involve the management and implementation of busine s. 
The best wa t re ore! c cry transa .tion a tivitics is through accounting. 
A countin 1 basi all 1 is a pro· 'SS of i lcntif inu, m .asurin •, rccordinu and 
ornrnunicatin r the cconomi ' 'Ill· or an or uuuzation to intcrc tee! users or th, 
information. 
-Tran a tion i an infonuation system whi h providing relevant functions to 
record an finan ial transa tion or information for specific users who manage the 
account of an oruanization With the advantages of "E" concept, it makes the process 
becom asi r faster and more efficient. 
It means financial transaction information can be send quickly and securely 
o er a net- ork instead of physically delivcrin 1 it to their accountant. Th· 
information is received by the accountant was r .nd to be pr) .ssc I an I it will suv · 










E-Transaction allows user to process all their transaction without worrying 
about posting their books. Users can access to the information and get the output that 
they need, whenever it is convenient to them. It's simply taking advantage of 
technology that makes ones financial life easier. 
Materials 
Figure 2-1 Transaction ycl • 
Mo t or a countin 1 information s st ·111 is or 1;111iz .d intc a transa tion cycles 
or accounting c I is. Transa .tion pro .cssin 1 takes pln · • simultaneous! with th· 
operations or a om pan . Fi iur • --1 i · shows a tin 1rn111 whi .l: is commonly used in 
transa tions c I'S. rt shows ho\ th' transa .tiuns I · relate to each others. 
A Rcvcnu • , ·I· is ' here the company committed their sales transactions. 
a h obtain d from th sales is brought into the financial cycle. Jn the Financial 
ompan ' ill commit all the cash receipts and cash payments activities. 
Payments will be making to Purchase Cycle and Payroll Cycle. Jn Purchase Cycle, 
the cash will be expensed on the resources such as materials or supplies to provide 
the products or services to its customers. Wages and related labor cost will l ct aid in 
the Payroll Cycles. The Production yclcs conv .rts nil th· mat .riul, lal or :111 I other 










2.1.4.1 Revenue Cycle 
Revenue cycle includes those activities involving the sale of goods or 
services. Whether the company is manufacturer, merchandisers or service businesses, 
their revenue cycle is the same. For example, customer will place orders for the 
products or service that they are purchasing to a company. The company will ships 
the products or performs a service. During this activity, the company will send an 
invoice that shows the details of sale. Customer will pay the amount shown on the 
invoice based on the terms and conditions stated on the invoice. 
In addition to handling orders, invoices and incoming payments, the revenue 
cycle will need to maintain a permanent record of customer information and use the 
provided tools for updating and revising the cu tomer information. Jn revenue cycle, 
the c mpany need t perform update and maintenance tasks on the finished g d 
inventor inf rmati n. ·inall th' r nuo le h uld ive the financial ace untan 
the inf nnation th ne d t rcatc lcdg 'rs, journal and financial. 
2.1.4.2 Purcha cl 
le in ludo th' a .quisiti n r r .sources u h a g od and 
ervi e ) and th r a 1m ent for th 'Ill. In th, pur has I the pur ha ing d partrnent 
ill u e the mat "rial or pur ha c requisition a authorizati n to place purchase 
ord r . Pur ha inc ag nt v ill try to look for the best prices, terms and delivery dates 
r d b th approved vendors. Purchasing agents is a skilled negotiator with 
considerabl latitude in making decisions. Whether it is the result of spirited deal 
making or is generated automatically, the purchase order is sent to the vendor by the 
purchasing department. After that, the purchasing department will end another p 
f purchase order, with quantities omitted, to th r' i i111 d partm nt r mnk ·· th· 










When the shipment arrived, the receiving departments will complete a 
receiving report. Accountant must compare the receiving report with the purchase 
order and the vendor's invoice. If the details on all these documents mach, 
accountant will issue a check according to the amount. 
Then the check will be forwarded to the treasurer with the supporting 
documentation. This documentation includes purchase order, the receiving report ant 
the vendor's invoice. This package of documentation is called the voucher. The 
treasurer will sign the checks and marks the voucher and the supporting documents 
so they cannot be use to authorize a second payment for the same purchase and send 
the check to vendor. 
The purcha e cycle h uld generate a summary rep rt f the purchase and the 
ca h di bur. cm nt a tivitic and the ash di bur cment a ti vi tic for ma nag ment's 
use. 
2.1.4.3 Payroll yclc 
Pa roll c I' in .lu ' th pn 1111 ents for th· time w rk d by an employee. 
A ountant me tim cl, is part of the production cycle. In 
rd r to di tinaui h th uniqucne s of the payr II cycle, it has been separated from 
the pr du tion I· as part of the components of the systems. 
This cycle should be able to generating an employee information reports and 









2.1.4.4 Production Cycle 
The goal of the Production Cycle is to assign costs to cost objects. However, 
most production cost systems do not allocate cost directly to the ultimate cost object. 
The nature of the manufacturing will decides which cost accumulation approach a 
company will use. There are three types of accumulation which is:- (1) Job order 
cost accumulation, (2) Process cost accumulation, (3) Hybrid cost accumulation. 
Companies that produce a variety of products or provide a variety of services 
are using job order costing systems. This kind of company that makes one or only a 
few different products that is homogeneous in design and resource use. These 
companies do essentially the same things the same way every month. pcration 
costing i a blend of job order and proces costing. ompany that use operations 
co ting have some costs that flow c cnly and re •ularly into their products or services 
and other co ts. The costs arc ar inu si mificuntl b job ustom r or production 
batch. In pr du tion le job cost report should be icncratcd for management' 
USC. 
2.1.5 How Docs It Work? 
A scenario can be illustrated representing a real time event whereas an 
organization has product marketed as well as sold through either sales booth or store 
and simultaneously the product is also available via internet with the emergence of e- 










The organization through a very secure network will eventually link the booth 
or stores computer system together with the e-commerce on-line sales system and 
these system will eventually linked to the back end of the organization. 
In this scenario, one would what is actually the backend of the organization. 
Well the backend of the organization in the context of E-Transaction is actually 
where the processing of the transaction takes place. An example can describe the 
occurrence of the events whereas when a potential buyer tends to buy a product be it 
from the sales store or through the products website, transaction details regarding the 
product as well as necessary information regarding the buyer such as payment 
method and others will eventually be sent to the backend of the organization via a 
ecured network line. 
At the backcnd or the or ianization uccountin 1 information y tern lie the 
main proce in) of these data. Th, information , tern will capture data and 
eventually pro cs the inf nnation. The infonnation pro c will eventually tri .ucr 
other module to perform their ov n fun ·tions us , ·II as updat · the databa: e and 
other information toragc devices. 
As a ummary \\C an ay that -Transaction can be described as an 
Ac ounting Information System which the difference lies in the ability of the 
particularly system to interact with other modules of the E-Office System. Modules 
from the front end with real time data capturing is able to handle communication 
with other backend system as well as administration modules at the same time. 
Be ides that, the system must also have internet-based collab ration technolou t 








2.1.6 Compare the Traditional (Manual) Accounting System with the 
Computerized Accounting System 
For almost half of the century, bookkeeping is the main method to record all 
the transactions being carried out by a company. The cost of gathering and storing 
information were very high. Recordings transaction s manually with pen and paper 
was a time consuming task. Besides that, manually written transaction might create 
inconsistence information to the records such as duplicate copy of a data. 
Another disadvantage of manually recorded accounting systems is data 
redundancy. Each of the attributes (such as transaction date, name of the accounts 
and etc.) of a transaction had to be recorded more than once. By using aut mated 
accounting ystems, user will only have record certain attributes which is important 
to th tran a tion and others redundant attributes will b linked to each f the 
transactions. 
enerating rep rts a hall ngc for an a ountant. Thr u h manual 
accounting stem , a ornpan ' ill ha , to slop its 11 ountin • · le a month r two 
in order to 
accounting p ri d. Thi 
unt and 1 in ·rat· Iinan ial tatcrnent f r th company's 
a time con urning activities. Web-based accounting 
sy tern will help th management to generate all the relevant reports in short time. 
B sid , us r can generate their daily reports no matter where they are. This is 
because \: eb-based accounting system provides an on-line access to help the user 










2.1. 7 Existing Accounting Software Reviews 
2.1.7.1 AdaptAccount Reviews 
AdaptAccount is stand-alone accounting software. This applies modem 
software technology to produce reliable application software systems. In overall, 
AdaptAccount has eleven modules listed below: 
• System Manager 
• General Ledger 
• Accounts Receivable 
• Accounts Payable 
• Currency Manager 
• Inventory 
• ale rder 
• Pr [cct I J b ting 
• Bill of Materials 
• U. Pa roll 
haractcri tics of AdnptAcrount arc: 
a) upplier maint nan . upplier maintenance supports defining default values 
to b u d \ h n inserting a new Supplier. These defaults are user-specific so 
a user can change their own defaults whenever they wish without affecting 
other users. 
b) Customer maintenance. Customer maintenance supports defining default 
alues to be used when inserting a new ustomer. These default arc u r- 
specific so a user can change their own d •fnults wh 'n 'r th' 1 ' i ·h with ul 









c) Smart Account lookups. Account lookup shows only those Accounts that are 
eligible for Accounts Payable. This eliminates potential errors and speeds up 
browsing the lookup. 
d) Flexible Supplier and Transaction views. The View Suppliers and Payables 
transaction s task supports viewing Suppliers with their aged balances and 
transactions and transaction details. The default for transactions is to show 
only those with Active (non-zero) balance is zero. Transaction details can 
display General Ledger distribution details or cash application details or 
Check details when applicable. Transactions and details can be displayed or 
not as you wish. 
e) Cash Management reports. Listings of Invoices by Due Date by Supplier 
shows the details of who should be paid what when and the cash discount 
available if paid by the di ount date. The ash Requirement report 
ummarizcs these b Due ate b 11 I Iold Not on I lold and in Total. 
f) Multi warehouse. Inventor supports a11 numl er of warchou c . The system 
provid s 11 I land quantit and 111011 .tury values b 1 Warehouse. When al 'S 
Order i installed th .sc valu .s ur · provi I .d b Warehouse for ales rder 
Allocated an i al ·s Ba ·k rd .rs. When I ur hasc rdcrs is installed these 
value arc pro idcd by Warchou c for Purchase Back rders. 
g) Unlimited Jobs, Costs centers, Projects and Cost Groups. Job Costing 
supports Estimated and Actual for Costs and Revenues for any number of 
Cost centers per Job. Projects can summarize any number of Jobs. Cost 









Disadvantages of AdaptAccounts 
Although AdaptAccounts provides multiple features to meet user 
requirements but there is a few disadvantages. Below are two of the 
disadvantages of AdaptAccounts: 
a) AdaptAccounts does not contain any web functionality such as on-line 
assessment. 
b) According to Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3, the displayed interface seems 
complicated and cramps. 
2.l.7.2 TirneLedgcr Reviews 
quative rs a company which provides application over the web. 
Time cd icr is a kind of accouutinu system erviccs provided by the company. 
TimeLedger is the simple eas -to-usc time and expense trackin 1 application 
delivered over the' cb. 
Timcl.cdgcr requires no in .tallatiou 1111d 110 hardware and thu: can be 
implemented in maun ·r or da s ' hilt: savinu a company thousands in setup and 
support raff o t . TimeLedger offers functionality such as: 
a) ustomization 
In addition, to TimeLedger's built m flexibility we offer several options for 
customization: 
1. Customized timesheets and expense reports. 









Ill. Customized data tracking and company configurations. 
tv. Custom integration with your Accounting, Project Management, HR and 
Payroll software. 
b) Time Tracking 
TimeLedger is the only easy to use online time tracking system that can have 
your entire organization up and running today. 
1. Week View 
The Week View is used to make multiple time entries, in a timesheet or 
spreadsheet style. 
• uickly enter Time on ommonly Used Hems 
• Tra .k Time on ustom rs Projc t Activities 
• Track illablc I Non- illablc Time 
11. a View 
The Da iew rs b 'St for makin 1 .ntrics for a sin ilc day or to enter 
detail. 
• Start I Stop Timer 
• User Customizable Fields 
• Track Time on Customers, Projects, Activities 










• Customizable Printable Timesheets 
• Route Timesheets for Managerial Approval 
• Easily View Status of Timesheets 
• Company Definable Timesheet Periods 
• Automatic Overdue Timesheet Reminders 
c) Expense Tracking 
1. Expanse Entry 
Rapidly enter expenses in one common system. 
• Integrate time and expenses for a complete picture of client I project 
profitability. 
• Assi in expenses by customer project and category. 
• Track Reimbursable ·x1 .nscs 
11. Expanse Reporting 
• ustomizablc Printabl ' Exp .nsc R .ports. 
• Man different options for s11111111arizi11' .xpcnscs arc available. 
cl) Reports 
Years of tim and expense tracking experience haven given us the knowledge of 
what reports really matter to you. 
1. Online option for building your own reports with many different options. 
11. Crystal Reports. 









e) Palm Pilot 
Mobile workers can track their time, expenses and mileage m the field and 
synchronize directly with TimeLedger. 
1. Time Tracking 
• Start I Stop Timer 
• Track Time on Customers, Projects, Activities 
• Track Billable I Non-Billable Time 
11. Expenses & Mileage Tracking 
• Track Expenses by Customer, Project and Activity 
• Track Mileage with just a few Taps 
f) Flexibility 
1. flexible Tcrminolog 
• Name items usin 1 our or ianization sown vocabulary. 
ii. Flexible Assi 11111u.:nt prions 
• As i 111 us .rs 0111 what th ·y 11 .cd to sc '. 
• A i 111 licnts and Projects by User 
g) Integration 
1. Import I Export 
Easily integrate your data with 3rd party applications 
• All data available for export in many common formats. 









Use TimeLedger to maximize the effectiveness of QuickBooks. 
• Collect time and expense in TimeLedger for export to QuickBooks. 
• Synchronize users, jobs, service items between the applications. 
• Manage billing, receivables and payroll from QuickBooks. 
2.2 Database Review 
More organizations are realizing the importance of data as a corporate of data as 
a corporate asset that must be managed properly. Because of this, the process or 
methods by which the data are collected, stored and retrieved or disseminated have 
undergone vast improvements in recent years. This eventually increases the focus on 
the value or data to the or iauization parti ularly tho c relevant to the management pr 
decision making procc s as well as Ion 1 term strate nc plannin 1 for the or mnization. 
A database is an intc iratcd coll' .tion or data or ianizcd and stored i11 a manner 
that facilitate its ca, retrieval. Th· stru .tur . of a data base should corresponds to the 
need of the organization an i should allow multiple or concurrent access to the 
daraba e by multiple u ers and when appropriate for the use of more than one 
application. The concept of databases organizes data into a logical hierarchy based 












Although the data are organized within a common structure, the sources of the 
data collected may come from different sources. Data sources may come from 
different methods such as: 
• Internal data: Data which originated from the organization itself such as 
daily transaction within the organization. 
• External data: Data which is from the external source of the organization 
such as market research, census data and others. 
In a business organization, transaction or interaction between the user and the 
database requires the existence and assistance of the Database Management System 
(DBMS). 
2.2.1 Database Management ystcm (DBM ) 
The database is pro ccdinu by the GM which is used by both the user and 
system developer. Both can accc s the D M directly or indirectly through 
application program. 
A DBMS can be di id' i into subsystems: 
i) Design Tools Subsystem: Consists of a set of tools to facilitate the design 
and the creation of a database and its application. The tools are for creating 
tables, forms, queries and reports. DBMS also provide programming 
languages as well as graphical user interface such a macro language 









ii) Run Time Subsystem: Process the application components which were 
developed using the design tools of the DBMS. An example is that Microsoft 
Access has a run time facility that processes the application forms as well as 
connecting the tables inside the database. 
iii) DBMS Engine: An intermediary between the Design Tools Subsystem and 
the Run Time Subsystem. The DBMS receives the request of the 2 
components and translates the requests into commands for further processing 
by the Operating System to read and write data on physical media. 
2.2.2 Database Development Process 
In order to build an effective database and related applications, development 
team must thoroughly understand the user requirement model. They must build data 
models that eventually identifies the data to be stored in the database and defines the 
relation hip between the data. 
There arc 2 icncral st rat' ii 'S ford· clopin 1 a dutubas . wluch arc: 
i) Top Down Development: Proc .cds from • iucrul to specific. cgin with the 
stud of stratcui uoals of the or ranizntion. Then the development team works 
down toward m re detailed description and the models describing the structure 
of the database. 
ii) Bottom Up Development: Begin with the need to develop a specific system. 
The development process will eventually proceed with the team working 









2.2.3 Evaluation of Current DBMS Products 
2.2.3.1 Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
Microsoft SQL Server version 7.0 is a defining release for Microsoft's database 
products, building on the solid foundation established by SQL Server version 6.5. As 
the most robust database for the Windows Family, SQL Server is the Relational 
Database Management System (RDBMS) of choice for a broad spectrum of 
corporate customers and Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) building business 
applications. Customer needs and requirements have driven significant product 
innovations in ease of use, reliability and scalability and data warehousing. Below 
are design goals for Microsoft SQL Server 7.0. This client/server data-based system 
consists of the followin3: 
i) The server. /\. collection of data items and supporting objects organized 
pre cntcd to facilitate services such as searching, sorting, recombining, 
retrieving, updatin 1· and anal ziuu data. The database on ists of the physical 
storage or data and the database scrvi .cs. A.II data access occurs throu ih the 
server· the ph sical data is 11 'V ·r dire ti a· .cssc I, 
ii) The client. /\. software I ro tran: that mi iht be used interactively by a person 
or that could be an automated process. This includes all software that 
interact with the server, either requesting data from the databases or sending 
the data to the database. 
iii) The communication between the client and the server. The 
communication between the client and the server is largely dependant on how 
the client and server are implemented. Both physical and logical levels or 










List below is some of the functionality provided by the SQL Server: 
i) Ease of use - SQL Server is a very easy-to-use database platform. It provides 
a friendly user interface and graphical management tools which can be easily 
learned. 
ii) Multiple client support - SQL Server supports all types of client applications. 
Tools such as Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) enables development of 
a custom application created. 
iii) Data warehousing - SQL Server provides a way to handle a large quantities 
of data. This makes SQL Server a good choice for managing data 
warehouses. 
2.2.3.2 Microsoft Access 2000 Review 
Microsoft Access 2000 provide the ability to enable user who docs not have 
the programming experience to create databases belong to them. Users were given 
the capability to er ate tables, fields and other run ·tionality with the assistance of its 
wizard feature. This wizard will iuidc the user to use the functionality step by step. 
Microsoft Acee s 2000 al o off .rs form whi h .nnblcs users to key in attributed into 
the table instead or' ·itin' commands in order to do so. Through the Access 2000, 
users were pcnnitted to enter data into the tables from the use of the form. 
Besides users are permitted to enter data directly into the tables provided in the 
database. There is another way to enter the data into database. Importing external 
files which contains the data need to be entering into database is another way of 








2.3 Programming Language Review 
2.3.1 Introduction 
Programming language is a tool develops the accounting information system. 
There are various types of languages such as Visual Basic, Java and etc. In this 
section, a review has been done on Active Server Pages (ASP) and Java Servlet. This 
review is conducted to choose the most suitable to be use in developing the system. 
Others criteria such as development time, familiarity and resource availability should 
be take into account when choosing the system. 
2.3.2 Active Server Pages (ASP) 
Active Server Pages (ASP) is a technology to provide the capability for the web 
user to process application logic and then deliver standard HTML to the client 
browser. J\SP supported l lTML, client-side scripting, web controls and server-side 
processing and connectivity features. A P script can pass the client-side scripts, such 
as VBScript and Java cript, to be ex .cutcd on the licnt's browser. 
In addition, J\ P not 0111 produ .c cl namic I ITML depending on the client 
request but also provide th· capabilit to tap into ·:-:istin 1 s stems such as database , 
document retrieval scrvi .cs, mail s .rvcrs, 1roupwure server and other OM-based 
information servers. With the wide range of functionality, A P and the Information 
Internet Server (IIS) act as a medium for porting existing applications to-and 
building new applications for-the web. 
In order to build an application on the web, this application will need to rely on 
database connectivity. Such connection will facilitated users with the data stored in a 
different geographical locations. ActiveX Database bjccts (J\ ) is a collection of 









2.3.3 Java Servlet 
The rise of server of server-side Java applications is one of the latest and most 
exciting trends in Java Programming. The Java language was originally intended for 
use in small embedded device. Java Servlet is a key component of Server-Side Java 
development. 
A servlet is a generic server extension - a Java class that can be loaded 
dynamically to expand functionality of a server. Servlets are commonly used with 
web servers, where they can take the place of CGI Scripts. A servlet is similar to a 
proprietary server extension, except that it runs inside a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) 
on the server (see Figure 2-2). So it is safe and portable. Servlets operate solely 
within the domain of the server: unlike applets, they do not require support for Java 
in the web browser. 
Unlike CG r and fast I, which use multiple process to handle separate 
program and I or separate request scrvlcts arc all handled by separate threads within 
the web server process. This means that scrvlcts arc also efficient and scalable. 
Because servlet run ' ithin th, web server, they .nn interact very closely with the 
server to do things that arc not I ossiblc with .ripts. Another advantage of 
scrvlets i that the arc r ortablc: both a .ross operating systems as we arc used to 
with Java and al o x cb server . 
Java Servlet-Based Web Server 
Main Process 
Request for Servi et 1 
Servlet 1 
Request for Servlet 2 
Servlet 2 
Request for Servlet 3 









2.4 Methodology Review 
-: 
In this section, reviews on the methodologies had been conducted. There are 4 
methodologies being conducted in this review which are the Waterfall, Prototyping, 
Waterfall with Prototyping and V Model. 
2.4.1 Waterfall Model 
The advantages of using waterfall model are: 
• It is useful in helping system designer to lay out what he/she needs to do in 
the project. This model presents a very high level view of what goes on 
during development. 
• It suggest the sequence of events that system designer should expect to 
encounter. 
While the advantage or using this development model is: 
• It docs not reflect the wa .odc is rcall developed except for very well 
understood problems. I\ s stem is usual I dcvcloj cd with a great deal of 
iteration. 
Conclusion: Inflexibl partitioning of the project into these distinct stages. System 









2.4.2 V Model 
The advantages of using V Model are: 
• It is useful to ensure that all aspects of the program design have been 
implemented correctly because the problems are found during verification 
and validation. 
The disadvantage here is: 
• It makes more explicit some of the iteration and rework that are hidden in the 
waterfall depiction. 
Conclusion: V model is more to activity and correctness and may need more time to 
spend off 
2.4.3 Prototyping Model 
The superior of the protot ping model is: 
rt is an approach where a simple runnin 1 pro 1ra111 will be developed first, 
modified and changed to suit th· obj· ·tiv i and tar ict. 
Although, the feature that not suitable for th· proj · .t is: 
• 
• It is more uitablc for the s stem which is needed to be developed and use 
urgently. 
Conclu ion: Problem with prototyping model is in planning, costing & estimating a 










2.4.4 Waterfall Model with Prototyping 
The advantages of using waterfall model with prototyping method compared to other 
models are: 
• Better solution for the problem that occurs on the waterfall model and the 
prototyping model. 
• Validation and verification are enabled. Validation will ensures that the 
system has implemented all the requirements, so that each system's function 
can be traced back to a particular requirement in the specification. 
Conclusion: It allows developer to manipulate the advantage of other models while 





















3.1 The System Development Methodology 
This chapter explains the research approaches taken during the system 
development. It also discusses the system development life cycle chosen to complete 
the system. 
Systems development methodology is a standard process followed in an 
organization to conduct all the steps necessary to analyze, design, implement and 
maintain information systems. In general, a standard systems development 
methodology is divided into a few major phases which is: 
3.1. l Project identification and selection 
This is the first phase of the system development. In this phase, 
organization's information system needs arc identified analyzed, prioritized 
and arranged. rganization will determines whether or not resources should 
be devoted to the development Or .uhanc 'Ill 'Ill of ca .h information ystcrn 
under consideration. 
3.1.2 Project initiation and planning 
Ther are two major activities in this phase which is investigation of the 
system problem or opportunity at hand and the presentation of reasons why 
the system should or should not be developed by the organization. A critical 










This is a critical phase and the success of a system is mainly depends on this 
phase. The main purpose of this phase is to understand the proposed system 
according to users requirements.(Gordon, 1995). 
In this phase, organization's procedures and the information systems used to 
perform organizational task will be studies thoroughly. Analysis has several 
sub-phases which are requirements determination, organized requirements 
based on their criticality and plan to acquire any hardware and system 
software necessary to build and operate the system as proposed. 
3.1.4 System design 
The design phase i where idcntif d requirements arc translated lo system 
representative. ollcctcd information will be used lo develop system s logical 
design. (Kendall, I< 8) 
System dcsiun will map all the description or the requirement solutions into 
logical design and then ph 1si ·al s .st ·111 spc .ification. Logical design 
provides a con .ptual model of' the sy terns while the phy ical design will 
provide the technical spcci fication of the system. 
3.1.5 Coding 
This is the phase which translation and implementation of system's design 









This is an important phase to ensure the quality of the system that will be 
developed is satisfying the user's requirements, and efficiently functional. 
The specification, design and system coding will be reexamined. This is 
where the verification and validation process will be done. This phase is 
considered success when the system functions well. (Kendall, 1998) 
3.1.7 Implementation 
In this implementation phase, physical design will be converted from system 
specifications to the working system that is tested and put into use. 
The developed system will be implemented in hardware and software 
environment that will be used. The whole system will be tested to ensure the 
system run without error. (Kendall 1998) 
3.1.8 Maintenance 
The final phase i maintcnan c. This is the final phase of the system 
development process. In this pitas', s stem will be repaired if an error occurs 
or the system still be improved to provide more functionality to suit the user's 
need. The maintenance of the system will be done constantly. Observations 
and modification will be done currently to ensure the developed system really 










3.2 System Development Life Cycle 
The waterfall model with prototyping has been chosen as the development 
process model to complete this system. Discussion on three others models; the 
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3.3 Justification in choosing the waterfall model with prototyping as the system 
development methodology. 
A good software life cycle model is at the rest of all the quality features of the 
production process. Suitable software life cycle will help to ensure the development 
process flow smoothly and is successfully delivered within the deadline. In order to 
develop high quality software, the project has taken up waterfall model with 
prototyping as the system development methodology. 
Below are the justifications: 
i) It combines the advantages of some other models, the waterfall model and the 
prototyping model 
ii) The development process more visible for the users and designers. 
iii) System prototype can be developed to give end udders a concrete impression of 
the system capability. The prototype ma therefore help in establishing & 
validating sy terns requirements. 
iv) Verification will en urc that ca .h function works correctly. It is made in order 
to get the hiuh qualit ofthe implementation 011 the system. 
3.4 Technique Used for Problem Solving 
In this section, various techniques will be explained to provide an in-depth 
knowledge of the system development. Each of the techniques will be use in 
different phases of the software development process. Table 3-1 will show a Ii t of 










Table 3-1 List of techniques used in the system development 
Phases Techniques 
Capturing requirements 1) Interviews with the potential users 
2) Brainstorming 
3) Observations 
4) Analyzing documents 
Modeling system processes I) Data flow diagram (DFD) 
Modeling data 1) Entity-Relationship (ER) modeling 
3.4.1 Capturing Requirements 
All of the software development process begins with the analyzing of the systems 
requirements. Requirements arise when there is recognition that a problem exists and 
requires a solution or new software arises It is important to obtain enough 
information d I . · an c ioosc a suitable analysis method to analyze the requirements. 
This is because dete ting and r .pairiug an error durin • the requirements stage is 
much fa tcr c · 
compare to the m.unt mun c sta ic. In order to gather the information, 
various tee) · . . · · · k 
miques has been used such as brainstorming, intcrvrcws with sta e 
holders of ti . . . . fi . d le systems, observing the entire operation earned out by the irm an 
reviews on tl . . 
le existing software. 
3.4.1.1 Inter · · 
views with the potential user 
Interview is one of the methods being carried out to gather information from 
the potential 
user of the system. Those who attend the interview' I hav · h · .n 









and staff of the companies are included in the internal user while others such as 
supplier and end user are included in the external user. Below is a list of question 
which used to gain users information. 
• What kind of information needed to be stored m the database of the 
companies? 
• What kind of reports needed by the companies? 
• What is the layout of the reports? 
• Which kind of the interface that most of the user preferred? 
3.4.1.2 Brainstorming 
Brainstorming is where the discussion on the project takes place. Various 
parties have been invited into the brainstorming activities such as the supervisor. 
With the help from the supervisor and the user, various issues have been 
discus ed. Below i some or the issue which is being discussed in the 
brainstorming activities. 
• What kind of functionality for an accouutin •system to provide? 
• What kind of th int .rfac 'S shoul l le provided to the users? 
• Should the development or this system based on real-time systems? 
• From the discussion, quite a number of functionality design being created to 
satisfy the user's needs. 
3.4.1.3 Observation 
Observation the accounting activities of an organization are one of the 
methods to gain useful information. This rs because some or th, us .rs 









clarify this kind of information, observation of the operation should be made. 
Beside, understanding the accounting operations is the key to develop high 
quality systems. 
3.4.1.4 Analyzing Documents 
Analyzing documents provide the enhancement of the system requirements. 
Through this technique, more details about the organizations and the current 
system used by them can be discovered. In this document, information such as 
below can be discovered: 
• Problem with the existing system. 
• Opportunities to meet new needs if only certain information or information 
processing were available. 
• Special information proces ing circumstances that occur irregularly that may 
not be identified by any other requirements determination technique. 
• Data, rule for proccssin 1 data and principles by which the organization 
operates that must be enforced b the information system. 
3.4.2 Modeling System Processes 
Process modeling involves graphically representing the functions, or processes 
which capture, manipulate, store and distribute data between a system and its 
environment and between components within system. Tools such as Data Flow 
Diagrams (DFD) used to represent the information or the requirements gathered from 









3.4.2.1 Data Flow Diagrams (DFD) 
Data flow diagrams (DFD) helps to model how the data flow through the 
accounting infonnation system proposed in this project. It provides us with the 
understanding of the relationships of the data flows and how data come too be stored 
at the specific locations. DFD also show the process that change and transform data. 
Because DFD concentrate on the movement of data between processes, these 
diagrams are called process models. DFD consists of four symbols. 
The symbols are used to represent: 
• Entity or environmental elements in which system interfaces 
• Processes 
• Data flow 
• toragc of data 
Table 3-2 ymbols of DI• D - 
Symbol lJsc Des ·ription ~ 
CJ xtcrnal our .c or destination or data that is external to the system 
Entity 
EJ Pree ss Manual or computer process that changes data. ln the following text a circle is used to indicate a process 
I--- r---- -----. Data flow Data transfer in the direction indicated by the arrow. Each 
arrow should be labeled to indicate what data is being 










3.4.3 Modeling Data 
DFD, which has been explained in the previous section, show how, where and 
when data are used or changed in the accounting information system, but this 
technique do not show the definition, structure and relationship within data. Data 
modeling develops this missing and crucial, piece of the description of an 
information system. 
Data model is the most important part of defining the system requirements. This 
is because: 
i) The characteristic of data captured during data modeling are crucial in the 
design of database, programs, user interfaces and printed reports. 
ii) Data rather than processes are the most complex aspects of the systems 
and hence require a central role in structuring system requirements. 
iii) The characteristics about data (such as length format and relationships 
with other data) arc rcasonahl permanent In contrast, the path of data 
flow is quite dyuami 
In this development, Entity-Relationship '-R) mo Iclinu will be used. 
3.4.3.1 Entity-Relationship (E-R) Modeling 
Data modeling using the E-R notations explains the characteristics and structure 
of data independent of how the data may be stored. E-R notations will be used to 
Jevclop a data model with very broad categories of data. During the definition of the 










During requirements structuring, an E-R model represent conceptual data 
requirements for the system. Then, after system inputs and outputs are fully 
described during the logical design, the conceptual E-R data model is refined before 
it is translated into a logical format (typically a relational data model) from which 





















CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
4.1 System Requirement Definition 
The E-Transaction proposed m this proposal is to fulfill user's needs. 
Requirement definition document is a document containing all the user's 
expectations on the system capabilities. This document is written in terms that the 
user can understand. In this stage, requirements might be added or reduced 
depending on the capability of accomplishing the requirements within the deadline. 
Below is the requirement of the system that was successfully elicited through the 
requirement capturing process: 
4.1.l This system should be able to stores the clients' and vendors' 
information. 
4.1.2 This system hould be able to record transactions being carried out by 
the company and categorizes to sp cific type such as asset modal, sales, 
expenses or etc. 
4.1.3 This system hould be able to icncratc multi-type report in order to 
satisfy the ma na icm ·nt' s in format ion needs. 
4.1.4 This sy tern should be able to make sure only authorized person can 
achiev some information. 
4.2 Functional Requirements 
Functional requirement describes the complete external characteristics of the 









requirement document. Below rs a list of the functional requirements for the 
accounting system: 
4.2.1 Clients and vendors will be created in the setup module before 
recording any transactions involving them. 
4.2.2 There will be separated module to handle sales and purchases 
transactions. 
4.2.3 Reporting module will facilitate the users to generate reports required 
by the management. 
4.2.4 Security module will be provided to maintain classifications of the 
organization's data. 
4.3 Non-Functional Requirements 
Non-Functional Requirements can be described as restrictions or constraints 
where the system must operate to ;i certain ck tree or standard of operation. Listed 
below arc the non-functional requirements of the system: 
4.3.1 Reliability. stem, in whi .h output information with high credibility 
and accuracy is said to be reliable. /\ high reliability system will 
convince user on the capabilities of the system to perform up to their 
expectations as well as providing error-handling capability. 
4.3.2 Maintainability. Maintainability refers to the flexibility to change in 
order to cope or to adapt to a changing environment. Systems with high 









action being taken on the system. Beside, a maintainable system can 
operate in other platform differ from the original platform. 
4.3.3 User Friendly. System, in which provide the easiness to learn and to 
use by the users is said to be user friendly. In order to provide easy 
learning software to the users, Graphical User Interface (GUI) should be 
adopted in designing the system's user interface. This is because GUI 
provides a high understandability to the user through the use of icon and 
images. A true user friendly interface will have the elements in the 
interface being ordered in a consistent manner. 
4.3.4 Response Time. The response time to retrieve the search results must 
be within a reasonable interval time. Information should be available to 
users at any point of time. 
4.4 Hardware and Software 
4.4.1 Hardware Requirements 
The hardware configurntion based 011 multi platform capabilities and 
information system architc .tur ·. Th· servers shall support reliable network 
communications and protocol. lt ha the capability to easily upgrade processor 
performance or to add additional processors, disk storage and communication 
supports. 
To have better performance of this system, the user's computer system should 
have the following basic requirements as listed below: 
• Intel Pentium 133 MHz and above 
• 64 MB RAM and above 










4.4.2 Software Requirements 
Software solutions are to address data exchange requirements to handle data 
types. It also has universal extensibility, portable codes and case tools. In order to 
host and run the full of this E-Office system, the user's computer system must 
have one major operating system and two supporting software as listed below: 
Table 4-1 Software Requirements 
Description Technologies/ Software 
Operating System/ Platform Windows XP Professional 
Web server software Internet Information System 5.0 (TIS) 
' 
I Server scripting engine Active Server Pages (ASP) 
I Database server Microsoft S L Server 7.0 
Scripting language VB cri pt, .I a va cri pt 
Web browser Internet Explorer .0 









4.4.2 Software Requirements 
Software solutions are to address data exchange requirements to handle data 
types. It also has universal extensibility, portable codes and case tools. In order to 
host and run the full of this E-Office system, the user's computer system must 
have one major operating system and two supporting software as listed below: 
Table 4-1 Software Requirements 
Description Technologies/ Software 
Operating System/ Platform Windows XP Professional 
Web server software Internet Information System 5.0 (IIS) 
' 
Server scripting engine Active Server Pages (ASP) 
Database server Microsoft L Server 7.0 
Scripting language VI cript, Java cript 
Web browser Internet Explorer .0 
- 



















CHAPTER 5: SYSTEM DESIGN 
5.1 Overview 
Design specification of the .transaction information system will be layout in this 
chapter. For this project, process designing the system will be divided into 3 
categories which are: 
• System architecture design 
• Database design 
• User Interface Design 
Active Server Pages (ASP) will be used as the programming language to develop 
the system. For database management system, Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 will be use 
to handle the database management for this system. The designation of this system 
will be based on this two development tools. 
5.2 Structural Hierarchy of E-1• inancial - E-Trnnsaction System 
I .-Finan ·ial System ] 
I 
E-Transaction E-Payroll E-Production 
Module Module Module 
I I 
Payroll I Calculating I Inventory I Calculating 
Labor Cost Job Cost 
Transaction I I Reporti~g ·.I I I 
Accounting 
Finished ood Raw Material &Finance 
Inventory Inventory 









According to Figure 5-1, E-Transaction is a part of E-Financial. E-Financial is 
divided into 3 categories such as E-Transaction itself, E-Payroll Module and E- 
Production Module. Each of the modules has its own functionality to meet the user 
requirements. 
Then E-Transaction is subdivided into sub-module such as Transaction, 
Accounting & Finance and Reporting. Figure 5-2 below is showing the contents in 
each module. 
E-Transaction 
Transaction Accounting and finance Reporting 
• Invoicing • Fixed Asset • eneral Ledger 
• Receipts • Modal • Balance Sheet 
• Purchasing • rcditor • pecific Module Reports 
• Payments • Debtor 
• Clients' • Sales 
Information • Pur .hasc 
• Vendors • Expanses 
Information • Others Jncome 














ASP sends request 
ASP parses data and returns it 









Figure 5-3 Overview of E-Office resources system architecture 
Figure above shows the overview of E-Office Management System architecture, 
which is built after the feasibility study and also the relationship between services 
and system. 
This system will be develop .d on -ticr architecture. A 3-ticr architecture design 
is the most common approach used for web application today. It is designed based on 
client-server architecture and extends it to web. This architecture is divided into three 
distinct tiers, included services-user, business services and data services. 
Each of these services is used in the creation of system solution: 
• First tier-client-User services 
This tier is responsible for the presentation of data, rcccivinu user events and 









visual interface that a client will use to view info and data. Components in this 
layer are responsible for contacting and requesting services from other 
components in the user services tier or in the business services tier. 
In this level (which is the client browser (IE 4.0 and above)), there is a 
component to gather input variables for analysis to the client. This enables the 
user to access the system anywhere and anytime. 
• Second-tier application server-Business services 
The application-server-tier is dedicated to handle the business logic. This tier 
provides the security to protect the data from direct access by the clients. 
Application server is web server and the program. Active Server components 
servers web pages to the client and processes request from the client. 
J\t business services tier, there is an engine that performs the analysis. This 
tier resides on the machine naming Internet Information Server (US). Request 
and response arc controlled by million codes specifying its business rules. Both 
clients coordinate these rules and server side script such as exists in an !\ P 
document. 
Third tier-data server 
This tier is responsible for data storage. In this system development Microsoft 
SQ.L Server will be used as a Data-Server-Tier to manage the database systems. 
At the data services level, a repository of relevant data stored in the Microsoft 










5.3.1 The advantage for this architecture is: 
l) Simplified application maintenance, as a result of centralizing the business 
logic for many end-users into a single application server. 
2) Added modularity, which makes it easier to modify or replace on tier- 
without affecting the other tiers. 
3) Business processes run on the server which provides a higher security 
capabilities compared to the client side. This makes data protection and 
security is simpler to obtain. 
4) Dynamic load balancing: if bottlenecks in term of performance occur, the 
server process can be moved to other tiers. 
5) Clear separation of user-interface-control and data presentation from 
application logic. Through this separation more clients are able to have 
access to a wide variety of server applications. The two main advantages for 
client-applications arc clear: quicker development through the reuse of pre 
built business logic components and a shorter test phase, because logic 
components and shorter test phase because the server components have 
already been tested. 
It is an online Internet based application that provides info and implements the task 
of info management in WWW. It is user-friendly system and designed to appeal and 











5.4 Database Design 
Accounting Information System proposed in this proposal will be usmg 
Microsoft SQL Server as the database management system. There are 3 steps in 
order to develop the database which include identified the data flow, data modeling 
and table design. 
5.4.1 Identify Data Flow 
Before creating any database for the system, the flow of the data in a 
company should be recognized first. Below is a number of data flow diagrams 
created to help in the development of the database. These diagrams give the 
developers the whole picture of the database in terms of how each of the modules 
passing data among themselves. 
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Data flow for E-Payroll Module is shown in Figure 5-4. All of the employee 
information will be requested from E-HumanResource. Salary payments will be 
made according to the employees. Payroll data will be past to the Calculating Labor 
Cost Module to calculate the labors cost in order to determine the product cost. 
I MANAGEMENT : ~ I' 'I ~I 01 I I ~ 1.0 ~I INVENTORY Job Update 
Orders Job Finished 
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Figure 5-5 E-Procluction Module 
p· 
igllre 5-5 above illustrated the data now in the E-Production module. Job orders 
\.Vil l be received and process in this module. Besides that, this module is responsible 
to c 
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Generate 
Balance Sheet Record 
Figure 5-6 Data Flow Diagram for the £-Transaction System 
Figure 5-6 illustrated the entire data now of the E-Transactiou System. It 
provides the information on the sales transaction processes which begin with input 
from the staffs and end with preparing reports to the mana icrs 
All the transactions details carried out by the companies will be edited and 
entry into 3 type of database which is Transaction, Customer and Vendor. Then, each 
transaction will be identified and classified in different type of account and then post 
lo the Account database. From the database, balance sheet will be generated and will 
be recorded in Financial Record database. Finally, manager can get reports weather 









Data to create account Define Account 
Type 
Figure 5-7 Child Diagram For Process 3 
5.4.2 Data Modeling 
The main objectives of data modeling is to allow for a complete, formal and 
understandable description that would be useful for a lar ic category or data from 
the Boolean to relations and is etfi icnt to describe only the semantics and not the 
implementation. 
Figure 5-8 shows the data modeling 111 an E-R diagram for the revenue 
module of he system. This model contains 5 entities which are: TRANSACTION, 
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Figure 5-8 Entity Relationships diagram for E-Transaction 
5.4.3 Table Design 
After identifying the data flow and created the data model, the third step is to 
create the table and normalize them in order to prevent data redundancy. Table 5-1 
shows the field name used to stor . datn in each or the table. 
Table 5-1 A list of fields used in the tables 
Table Field Name .Module 
Customer E-Transaction CustomerNo, CustomerName, 
Customer Address l, CustomerAddress2, 
CustomcrCity, ustomcr tale, 
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Figure 5-8 Entity Relationships diagram for E-Transaction 
;.4.3 Table Design 
After identifying th data flow and created the data model, the third step is to 
create the table and normalize them in order to prevent data redundancy. Table 5-1 
shows the field name u ed to store data in ·a h or the table. 
Table 5-1 A list of fields used in the tables 
Module Table Field Name 
E-Transaction Customer Customer No, CustomerName, 
Customer Address 1, Customer Address2, 
CustomerCity, CustomerState, 









Vendor VendorNo, VendorName, 




Transaction DocumentType, TransactionDate, 
Document 
CheckNo, TransactionAmount, 
RemittanceAd vi ceN o 
Inventory InventoryitemCode, Inventory Type, 
Inventory Item Name 
~-Payroll Employee CustomerName, CustomerNo, 
Customer Address2, Customer Address I, 
ustomcrStatc, CustomerCity, 
ust 0111crP I 1011c, ustomerZipCodc, 
EmployceStart Date, EmployccDcpartment, 
Em ptoyccln yra tc, ErnployccMaritalStatus 
Department Department No, DcpartmentDescription 
roduction Job Job No, JobOrderDate, 
JobCompletionDate, 
CustomerNo, 
Inventory Item Code 
Directs Materials DMStockNo, DMCategory, 
Inventory 














Finish Good Inventory Item Code, Inventory Description 
Inventory 
i.5 User Interface Design 
Before creating any database for the system, the flow of the data in a company 
:hould be recognized first. Below is a number of data flow diagrams created to help 
n the development of the database. 
i.5.1 Interface Design 
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Figure above shows the sample of client's view interface. This is "Home" 
page or the l" page in company's website. Link bar at the left side contents "Home", 
"Administrator", "Products", "Guest Book", "FAQ" and "Feedback". Client can 
browse and explore every link except "Administrator". 
ff user clicks at "Administrator", the login page will be linked to the login page. This 
page is show in Figure 5-30. 
l login Mtcrosofl lnternot Ixptcrer GJ~@ 
I Fie Edit I/low Favorites Took He\:> 
I (}Back • ,:, . ~ 00 I .f)5eri WF'fflrtos {f Mecia e i S· ?. l!:ll • 
I .. -~~-~--~-~· ~· -· -----~~~~-~--~ 
! 
---.--- ~-·------ - -- ------ 
· . - ~-. 
> > > Staff Login < < < 
Department: [ E-H~".'enR~source "J 
Username: [-=~~] 
Password: [ =--=-=i 
Mall lo !Okbll\LQ'll<'l~\Ul\.v,1~d~o1111 
c.,,..,~, c '21JU3 s ... r1t>-•c ... p;;--------·---~- .. ·-· ... ~~··~~~~~--~~ 
~ MyC-utor 
Figure 5-10 Login page for staff login 
Every staff needs to login before they doing their job. This login is seemed 
like "punch-in" system. Every department has different view for different task. User 










Below is the page for Transaction Module. The next figures are the sample 
forms in Transaction Module. 
gin ·Microsoft Internet [xploror GJ@:JRJ 
Edt V- Favorites Tools Heil 
---..,.-··--- 
Figure 5-11 View for Staff-Transaction Section 
Document Type: [Chock 
Date : [ 01 ] 1 I Jon ] t I 
Client Category : \ "'.endor v I 
Status: ®New OOld 
Document Serial Number: r·-- .. 
Amount : L:~. 
Transaction Description : L __ 
Submit Form ] I Reset Form J 
·---·.,..··~------··- .. --. ·---- --·-···-·-- -- ------· 












Category : [Y-;~or -~ 
------------ 
Organization : L. ~===================~ Street Address : \ I ~====== Address (cont.): L _] 
City:[--------:=] 
State/Province : L_ _ _= __ · -~- ·---~ 
Zip/Postal Code : L ~=-======---- 
Country:'---=-=-=======:::'. 
Work Phone : [ ~ 
FAX : [----------- =i 
E-mail : [_ --==---==--~-~] 
URL: L :] 





















CHAPTER 6: SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
6.0 Overview 
The system implementation stage revolves around stages in the development 
environment which is program coding and database development. In this phase, the 
system requirements and design are being implemented and converted into program 
code. However due to certain limitations on the programming language, selected 
Database Management System, development platform as well as protocol used which 
contradicts to the actual system design and therefore certain modifications are needed 
in order to develop the system. 
Each module in the E-Office system is initially being developed and tested 
separately before being integrated as a fully functional system after each of the 
modules is able to run smoothly as an integrated system after the integration stage 
has been completed. The same can be said with the E-Transaction module of the E- 
Office system whereby each modules was also developed separately before final 
touches on integrating the whole E-Transaction module as a fully operational system 
which eventually be integrated as one of the module in the E-Otlice system. 
5.1 Development Environment 
6.1.1 Hardware Used In Developing The System 
i) Intel Celeron Processor 700MHz 
ii) Memory 176MB RAM 
iii) Hard disc 20.0 GB space 










6.1.2 Software Used In Developing The System 
i) Windows XP Professional Server - used as the operating system and 
server platform to run Microsoft FrontPage2002, Microsoft Access2002 
and Internet Explorer 6.0. 
ii) Internet Information Server 6.0 
iii) Internet Explorer 6.0 - used as web browser to view the web pages 
design. 
iv) Microsoft FrontPage2002- used to write ASP and HTML codes. 
v) Microsoft Access2002 - used to create database for the system. 
vi) Microsoft Word XP- used to write the documentations. 
6.1.3 Operating System 
As mentioned the platform or operating chosen for the development of E- 
Transaction system is the Microsoft Windows XP Professional Server. The 
rationality behind the choosing of Windows XP Professional Server as the operating 
system as mentioned in Chapter 3 is solely based on the performance as well as the 
reliability of the operating system architecture. These features eventually make the 
Windows XP Professional Server as the ideal operating system for most development 
of systems. 
6.1.3.1 Installation of Windows XP Professional Server 
The installation of Windows XP Professional Server may differ from the 
installation method of Home User versions of Windows operating system namely 










to install the operating system. The same cannot be said to Windows XP Server 
because as the system disk is being booted, local installation files are being 
copied into the system and therefore the user will not interact in DOS 
environment. Instead, the user are being offered a simple interface which is the 
menu prompting the user to input their installation options whether to clean 
install a new version of Windows XP into the system or upgrade the current 
operating system into Windows XP. Hence this offers the user more user friendly 
computing environment. 
6.1.4 Web Server Used 
The Web Server chosen for the development for the E-Transaction module is 
the Internet Information Services 6.0 which is the default Web Server available in the 
Windows XP Professional Server. The Internet Information Services 6.0 provides the 
system administrator to configure the web server in accordance to their preferences 
such as the customization or the selection of protocol used, port configurations, 
scripting preferences, debugging options and other features in order for the server to 
accommodate the various functional requirements or the E-Transaction system. 
Besides that, the selection Internet Information Services 6.0 as the Web 
Server is also based 011 the fact that it comes as default Web Server namely Apache, 
Netscape and other compatible Web Server which require further external 
installation and configuration. Therefore we can deduce that the selection of Internet 
Information Services 6.0 as the Web Server for E-Transaction system is because of 
the compatibility as well as the reliability of the Web Server with Windows XP 










6.1.4.1 Installation of Web Server 
The installation of the Web Server for Windows XP Server is the Internet 
Information Services 6.0 (IIS 6.0) does not require user to configure them 
manually as the default configuration for the web server is enough for normal 
system development environment. However if the user intend to customize the 
configuration of their web server, they can just run the IIS 6.0 exe file and 
configure the system to their preferences. 
6.1.5 Database Management System 
As stated in the previous chapter, the chosen Database Management System 
(DBMS) is Microsoft SQL Server 2000 but the used DBMS in the real 
implementation phase is Microsoft Access 2002. The arrangement happened because 
I have no experience using this DBMS and it should take more time to study the 
DBMS. Even though l did literature review on Microsoft SQL 2000 but it is hard for 
me to develop the system usin 1 the I BM without any guider. That is why 1 choose 
to develop E-Transaction using Microsoft Access 2002 but at the same time I still 
keep study the Microsoft SQL Server 2000. 
Microsoft Access 2002 provides more wizards to help user finish their job faster and 
easier. This is the reason Microsoft Access 2002 is chosen to replace the Microsoft 
SQL 2000 as DBMS of E-Transaction System. Besides, as stated in literature review 
users are permitted to enter data directly or importing external files which contain the 










6.1.5.1 Installation of Database Management System 
The installation of the DBMS of E-Transaction system which is Microsoft 
Access 2002 is quite easy. It is because Microsoft Access 2002 is a part of 
Microsoft Office Package. The installation process is relatively simple as the user 
just need to follow installation instruction. Hence, the user must make sure that 
the creation of each table and their access restriction is correct so that the system 
will be able to connect to the database freely. 
5.1.6 Programming Platform 
As DBMS, I decide to change my programming platform from Microsoft 
Visual Jnterdev to Microsoft FrontPage2002. The selection of Microsoft 
FrontPage2002 for the development of the web based system of E-Transaction is 
seen as the most suitable programming platform especially when developing Active 
Server Pages. 
Microsoft FrontPaoe2002 enable the user lo develop a system via a 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) to create web pages for the E-Transaction system 
Besides that, it also gives the user to view the web pages through browser in order 
for the user to debug the system in a runtime environment. Besides, it also replicates 
a copy of the E-Transaction system files directly into Inetpub and the folder 
~vwwroot which enable the user to run the system and therefore permit the user more 









5.2 Web Pages Development 
6.2.1 Criteria in Choosing a Suitable Development Platform 
A lot off criteria and requirements are needed to be fulfilled in choosing a 
suitable programming tool which can accommodate the functional needs of the E- 
Transaction system. Among the criteria that are to be fulfilled by the programming 
tools selected are as follows. 
i) Availability of the development tools - this criterion refers to which extent 
are the tools available to the usage of the user. Besides, the tools have to be 
able to be installed and configured easily. 
ii) Environment in which the software will execute - this criterion meanwhile 
refers to the extent of the computing environment whereby the system will be 
run. This means that the computing environment of the tools selected have to 
be able to accommodate the runtime requirements of the system. 
iii) Knowledge of the software development tools - as the wise one says, it is 
better to use the tools that you are familiar than those you are not. Therefore 
the selection of tools have to be based on the user knowledge in using the 
tools because the user can use their familiarity on the tools to design and 
develop the system to accommodate all the functional requirements of the 
system compared to using the tools that they are not familiar of. 
iv) Nature of the system to be developed - this criterion refers to the nature and 
the requirement that are needed to develop the system. Hence the 
programming tools need to accommodate such criterion. For example, 
Microsoft FrontPage2002 is more suitable in developing a web based system 











6.2.2 Programming Language Chosen 
The language chosen for the development of E-Transaction system is Active 
Server Pages which functions as the data processing web pages of the E-Transaction 
system. Active Server Pages or ASP pages can be described as a dynamic web page 
whereas it provides data processing capability which is executed through the web 
server of the host of the system. 
Accompanying with the emergence of the ASP pages as the language chosen 
as the programming language for the E-Transaction system is scripting languages 
which permits the system the call and perform user defined functions for data 
processing which enable end user to request and process data. Here in the E- 
Transaction system, the scripting language chosen is Visual Basic Scripting 
Language or VBScript but it also mix with some JavaScript scripting. The reason to 
choose this scripting language is because of I am more familiar with VBScript as I 
had learn it during my industrial training which make it more easier for me to write 
scripts in this language compared others. But J still use other scripting language to 
make the system better. 
With VBScript, the simple structure and syntax of this language makes it 
easier for me to identify and debug the system. Server side scripting which enable the 
user to perform data interaction between the user and the database system has also 
been taken into account for the language chosen. 
Last but not least, the language chosen for the formatting of each web pages 
interface is the Hypertext Markup Language or HTML. 1 his is because HTML is the 
standard language chosen for formatting web pages. The formatting abilities of 










interface for the convenience of the user themselves. With this, one can define fonts 
and different style of interface design which they prefer. 
6.2.3 Development Platform Chosen 
After choosing the language, the eventual procedure is to select the most appropriate 
development platform and one cannot deny hat Microsoft FrontPage2002 server is 
suitable with ASP web based development platform. This is due to various 
advantages that the development platform offers such as: 
i) Providing a lot of tools and wizard to design the web page or create form. 
ii) Providing three pageviews: 
a. Normal view - to enable the user design the page or interface directly 
using the tools provided. 
b. HTML view- enable users to design by inserting or editing coding. 
c. Preview - enable user to view the page or interface in web's view. 
5.3 Coding Approach 
The coding paradigm adopted by the E-Transaction system is oriented at giving 
reliability and performance a balance. The focus on these 2 points gives the upper 
hand of the E-Transaction system coding approach compared to others. Listed below 
are the coding approaches which have been adopted for the E-Transaction system. 
i) Maintainability - codes are well organized. Task oriented codes are 
centrally located 
ii) Reusability - task-oriented codes are easily developed for reuse, specially 









iii) Testability - modules can be tested easily. Modularization breaks up the 
code coverage task into smaller and manageable units 
iv) Speed - module code can safely be optimized without affecting the 
calling procedures 
6.3.1 E-Transaction Coding Approach Design 
The E-Transaction system basically has two main functionality which is data 
retrieving or searching and data editing. These two types of functionality 
complement each other in the sense of design and coding approach whereby: 
i) Searching and retrieving - the coding approach is more robust whereby 
the data being retrieved has to fulfilled all the constraints that are being 
imposed. Besides that, the data searching mechanism has to be able to 
accommodate different type of data organization. 
ii) Data editing - the coding approach of data editing such as inserting data 
is more simple which focus on fast and absolute in inserting, updating and 
deleting records. 
6.3.1.1 Approach in Searching and Retrieving 
The approach if data searching and retrieving is a very complex approach 
whereby the focus of the approach is to reliably retrieve records which have 
to fulfill all the constraints imposed on the data retrieved. The other focus is 
to accommodate different type of data organization of data in the database. 
For example, in comparing records within a table itself, we have to take into 










also if all the data are the same. Hence we have to prepare appropriate 
mechanism to handle such situation. The following algorithm depicts the 
mechanism of retrieving data from sales whereby after each sales transaction 
are being performed will be directly updated into the cash account since each 
sales transaction is a cash sales transaction. 
Algorithm 6.1: Retrieving Data for Transaction Record 
i) Select all records from all the tables and sort them according to 
"Document type". 
ii) For each record in a table, compare the "Document Type" of current 
record with the next one. 
iii) If the "Document type" is different (which means that they are not the 
same document type), then the amount will not be added to the total 
amount. 
From the first glance, the algorithm looks simple but the complex part is to deal 
Iifferent state of data organization and structure in the database. For example if the 
fast record of the table is different with the previous record, they cannot be compared 











6.3.2 Approach in Data Editing 
The coding approach in data editing of E-Transaction system is rather 
different whereby it focus on fast and absolute editing of records or data. Hence, this 
will enable fast and real time update of data which signifies the importance of real 
time update of data especially in an e-commerce organization. For example, data 
which are to be stored are being updated into the table with minimal constraints 
which means if data validates the minimal constraints of a rule, then the data will be 
updated immediately. This is to prevent the data from being 'hold up' too late in 
determining the validation of data through thorough validation constraints which 
affects the timeliness of the data. 
5.4 Summary 
To sum up chapter 6, we can say that the implementation of £-Transaction 
system focus on various aspects which governs the functionality of the system to 
fulfill the functional and 11011 functional requirements 01· the system. Hence the 
choosing of development platform which ranges Crom the operating system till the 
programming platform chosen has to be up most suitable to the requirement pf the 
system. The coding approach meanwhile focus on giving the best reliability and 
performance of the system and by the end or the day the E-Transaction system can be 
say to be developed by the most suitable development platform with the most robust 



















CHAPTER 7 - SYSTEM TESTING 
7.1 Overview 
The E-Transaction system basically can be divided into three main functionality 
modules which are the input of transaction, client's information and the reporting 
module. The former emphasize on capturing user input and to be validated before 
being posted into the related accounts while the latter focus on reporting needs such 
as transactions for each accounts, balance sheet and others. 
Although one may view all as different module but in actual data flow event, all 
functionality does has their cohesion whereby their existence complement each other. 
For example, we may not be able to view records in the Transaction Report if not for 
the input module ability to capture the transaction whereby it will be useless to 
capture the transaction record without the ability to view he transaction summary. 
The E-Transaction system has several modules which includes create account 
module to generate the balance sheet from transaction record. Besides that, it is also 
providing the database of client information. In the E-Transaction module, each and 
every module work as independent but highly coupled modules whereby each 
module has the other modules to complement the existence of a record in an account. 
For example, a client's information record which resides in the Client table also has 
record in Transaction Record to complement it. 
Each module in the E-Transaction system has been both coded and tested 
together and separately whereby after each module arc being coded completely, will 
be tested for runtime validation rules and other logic constraints. After the testing 











7.2 Testing Process 
The testing process of the E-Transaction system was tested in parallel with the 
completed development of each sub module to check validation rules as well as other 
run time constraints. Here the system testing process is being divided into 5 main 
stages: 
7.2.1 Unit Testing 
This is a small unit testing where testing are done on individual 
components of the system to ensure that they operate correctly. Each function is 
tested independently, without other system components. The levels, which are 
tested, are· basically at the field level I form level. In this system, E-Transaction is 
tested by form or document submission and input validation. 
i) Form I Document Submission 
This is to check whether the data which are to be submitted have been 
submitted or updated successfully. There arc few ways such as prompting 
certain messages n the code thus giving an indirect but accurate signal that 
the data has been successfully updated. Another way is to open the database 
or table and by using SQL command, check whether the data was 
successfully submitted. 
ii) Input Validation 
Input validation is to test the inserted data whether they are valid and 
according to the specified criteria. Each condition of the criteria is entered 










appear to warn the user. Another way which is specifically for testing SQL 
command validation is to copy the line of code and run it in the SQL Query 
Analyzer and if the data was validly updated, thus the testing is successful. 
7.2.2 Module Testing 
As mentioned, the E-Transaction system consists of three modules which 
correspond to each transaction in E-Transaction system. Each module is being 
developed initially as an independent module. Upon completion, the module will 
be tested for its performance and reliability by giving it a run time test whereby 
input will be keyed in to the correspond module and then the testing begins by 
giving it a 'end user' testing environment by running all the functionality available 
in the module. 
Besides run time testing, testing of the module is also conducted by 
referring to the tables which the data resides. By then, one can only make sure that 
the module is being developed correctly and able to process the data in the 
correctly and able to process the data in the correct manner. 
After all the modules have been tested individually, they arc being 
integrated as a sole e-Office system which is the E-Transaction System. The figure 
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Figure 7-1 Module Testing Phase 
7.2.3 Sub-system Testing 
The eventual integration of the modules forms the backbone of the E- 
Transaction System. As stated before, each module although functions as an 
independent module but the existence of other module will complement the 
existence of the module. For example, for cash sales transaction there will be a 
record in the sales module and also in cash to complement and signifies that an 
amount of cash has been received for the particular sales. 
Hence in the sub system testing of the E-Transaction system, a more 
thorough testing mechanism approach is adopted whereby the synchronization of 
the related accounts or modules for a particular business or transaction event is 
being monitored closely. 
The testing method is carried out firstly by making sure that the records for 
a particular transaction resides in their respected accounts. Finally, the sub system 
testing is being carried by testing the functionality options for all the modules as 
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Figure 7-2 Sub System Testing 
7.2.4 System Testing 
As mentioned earlier above, the E-Transaction System actually consists of 
3 main functionality options. The first is on the recording module which reflects 
the client information database. The other part of the E-Transaction System are on 
recording and reporting every transaction and account. The reporting functionality 
consists Balance Sheet and the transaction total amount of the day. 
The testing phase requires the most robust and thorough testing method or 
mechanism. The focus of the testing phase will focus on the integration of all 
functionality. This is to ensure that all functionality as well as all the modules is 











7.2.5 Acceptance Testing 
The final phase of the E-Transaction System testing is on the user 
acceptance testing. This is to ensure that the system is able function normally in 
run time environment. Here in the E-Transaction System acceptance testing, the 
person who is to use and test the system is actually someone who well expose with 
the accounting rules. Already equipped with ample knowledge in accounting rules, 
this person remains the ideal candidate available to test the E-Transaction System 
for user acceptance testing. 
The method carried out by the user during his acceptance testing is by 
performing real time business transaction events whereby a simulation of real time 
business event has been created to create simulation. The user will key in each and 
every business transaction as if he is using the common e-Office he once used. 
To put it short, the acceptance testing mechanism approach is duly 
focusing on the simulation of a real time business event for an organization. This 
is deemed the most appropriate method because it will test out the eventual 
performance of the E-Transaction System if it is to be implemented in a real time 
business organization. 
Acceptance Testing 















~ Types of Testing 
The testing type of the E-Transaction System is actually divided into 2 types 
hich the statistical testing and also defect testing. 
7.3.1 Statistical Testing 
This test focuses on measuring the system reliability and performance rather 
than identify system errors and bugs. The method is to run the system in a real 
time simulation environment by testing the system for its endurance whereby try 
to focus whether the system reliability and performance has been affected by a 
long series of usage. If yes, the reason of the problem will have to be deal with so 
that the performance of the system will not be affected such way. 
7.3.2 Defect Testing 
Defect testing is intended to find areas where the program does not conform to its 
specification. Tests are designed to reveal the presence of defects in the system. 
There arc two approaches to defect testing: 
1. Black-box testing 
Black box testing or behavioral testing relics on the specification of the 
system or software. Tests are used to demonstrate each function is fully 
operational while at the same time searching for errors in each function. 
2. White Box Testing 
White box testing or sometimes called glass-box testing, uses the control 
structure and implementation of the procedural design to derive test cases. 











t Test Data 
rr the data testing of the E-Transaction system, it is important to view the system in 
fferent types of data scenario whereby the system is being fed with different types 
· data to test the ability of the system to endure the test without affecting its 
:rformance and reliability. There are 2 basic types of test data used: 
1. Normal test data 
Normal test data will provide a simple test to determine whether the 
program is error-prone or error-free. This is to make sure that the system is able 
to handle data with minimal constraints. If the system fails to pass this test, 
thorough investigation is needed because now the system did not pass the most 
minimal data test. 
2. Extreme test data 
Extreme test data will test how well the system in handling huge amounts of 
data without affecting the overall system's accuracy and efficiency. This is 
important in order to make sure that the system is able to handle huge amount of 











The testing phase of the E-Transaction System adopts a more robust and 
stressful approach in order to make sure that the system withstands the most stressful 
conditions during run time environment. Hence the E-Transaction System can be 
said has been tested thoroughly and to present testing verdict, no major errors or bugs 
have been detected. This statement underlines the fact the not a single system in the 
world is flawless but it is merely little errors which unknown to the developer at that 





















:HAPTER 8: SYSTEM EVALUATION 
)verview 
The final chapter for the final project report of E-Transaction module of the E- 
)ffice focuses on the system evaluation of the system as a functional Web Based 
xccounting Information System. The evaluation of the system will eventually focus 
m the problems encountered during the development of the system, evaluation of the 
iystem by end user, system strength and limitations as well as its proposed 
enhancements. 
~.1 Problems Encountered and Solution 
Upon completing the development of the £-Transaction System as the financial 
module for the E-Office, there are many problems which did affect the smoothness 
of the development process. However, after further thoughts, reconsideration of 
system design, architecture and further literature research, the problems are 
eventually been overcome. Amongst the problems encountered during the 
development of the E-Transaction System are defining the system scope, coding and 
design, setting up of the DBMS, setting up the development platform, retrieving and 
editing records from database and understanding various run time errors. 
8.1.1 Defining The System Scope Due To Wide Area of Study 
Most of the problems encountered under this category eventually occurred 
during the literature review period. Thorough research has to be conducted in order 










part. More research has to be done in getting more knowledge on web based 
Integrated Business System which has been because most products available in the 
market namely UBS are more of Window based system. 
However the most challenging thought came from understanding how the 
accounting information flows in a real time business transaction event. Since the 
principles of accounting disciplines seemed quite new and raw in my knowledge and 
understanding, therefore I find it quite hard to understand the accounting background 
consultants, I eventually got a better understanding and able to relate them with the 
actual data flow in a computer system design and architecture. Hence advice and 
guidance of my accounting background consultant as well as from business related 
references books had really helped me much in understanding the system scope 
appropriate for a web based E-Office system. 
8.1.2 Web Page Coding And Design 
The most difficult problem I have to face during the development of the E- 
Transaction System is during the system design and coding period. Problems arise 
when I am trying to relate the real time business transaction event with the 
information flow of a computer system. Hence I face some difficulties in trying to 
design the most suitable method to relate the real time business transaction event of 
an organization into a system design architecture model. 
The methods include using model as well as abstract data representation of 
the business event. But at the end of the day, I had been able to overcome this task by 
doing some module arrangement and building a model which very much resembles 









.ystern architecture and eventually apply it for coding. The latest user interface 
iesign is shown in User Manual. 
However the problem does not stop here, although it is quite straightforward 
'o perform coding by referring to the algorithm derived from the model, but 
sometimes things may not be simple as it could have been. During the period there 
are certain problems which has occurred where I did not took notice during the 
modeling period which eventually leads to some violation of validation rules. 
However, as the testing phase proceeded, the errors have been detected and therefore 
I have found the cause for the errors as well as rectifying the errors. I am not going to 
say that the system is bug free but until testing phase has completed, the errors which 
was detected has been rectified. 
8.1.3 Setting Up The Development Platform 
The foremost problem encountered in the setting up of the development 
platform was when I am trying to set up the operating system for my server which is 
the Windows XP Server. Initially no problems have arisen but hardware 
compatibility seemed an issue here since some of my hardware drives are not 
suitable for Windows XP Server. Hence I have to hardware device which the driver 
· s suitable for the use under this operating system. 
The same can also be said for setting up my development platform which is 
the Microsoft FrontPage2002. Everything was going very smooth as t was doing my 
ystem development until an eventual improper shut down caused a system file to 
orrupt. This made me unable to run the Microsoft FrontPage2002 to do my 










.nd re-setup my development platform and after that restore my system as well as 
estoring the E-Transaction development files back into the system. 
tl.4 Setting Up The Database Management System 
Although I have some experience using Microsoft Access2002 before but I 
still got errors when running the system. The initial problem is just on the part of 
conflict in figuring the system access control such as permitting unauthorized 
personnel to access the database and in doing some calculation. But after some 
exposure and reference from both friends and books, I was able to look into the 
problem and eventually able to solve the problem. 
8.1.5 Retrieving Data And Inserting Data Into A RecordSet 
Since I am using the Recordset object to retrieve and edit information from 
and into database careful consideration has to be taken care during the coding of the 
system especially when writing an SQL command in the program. This is because 
the invoked values of variables in the SQL statement may cause system to fault if 
they are being treated correctly. There is once when I accidentally invoked an 'error' 
value into variable which is to be executed into the system through an SQL 
command but the system eventually performs an error process which eventually 
corrupted my whole system data which made me to input the data into the database 










~.1.6 Understanding The Error Messages 
There are times when the coding of the system may have some syntax error 
or worse which is run time error. This eventually leads the system unable to process 
the user request and the system eventually pops an error message. 
The content of the error message varies from merely syntax error to more 
serious errors such as invalid procedure call as well as run time error. Syntax error 
are easy to detect and rectify but other error messages such as invalid procedure call 
is quite tricky since some error if written in Visual Basic will not have error but if an 
ASP will eventually pop an error message notifying of invalid procedure call. 
This is quite tricky because the procedure cal for both Visual Basic and 
VBScript shall be the same. However we must be flexible and I have change another 
method to perform a task if the current method does not work. 
The most serious of all is the run time error because the system will not tell 
you what if the cause of error but just merely telling of run time error. Hence, I must 










8.2 System Strength 
Well in terms of strength, E-Transaction System strong point is on its data 
retrieving mechanism, ease of use and simplicity in interface and data presentation 
format. 
8.2.1 Easy Management and Maintenance 
One of the main strength of the E-Transaction System is its ability to process 
on going data as well as performing generic and real time data transactions. The 
mechanism of data retrieving focus on reliability and performance which enable the 
system to perform correctly under all kind of situation especially in a disorganized 
data situation and many more. 
Besides that, the system also gives the user more option to perform the task 
they want. This means that the user have more control of the system such as creating 
the accounts they deemed appropriate under the justified account types. In short, the 
system gives user the flexibility to perform their job. Not to mention also on the 
reporting module where the user can customize on how they want to view their 
report whether a detailed report be it annually or monthly. 
However, the main strength of the E-Transaction System is the ability to 
perform and synergized in real time business information with those which are not 
real time which some systems could not address. 
8.2.2 User Friendly Graphic User Interface 
At first glance, the E-Transaction System may not attract much attraction 










may give it a more attractive look. But the reason behind the simple interface design 
is intended for the use of accounting professional of an organization, it may seem 
ridiculous to 'decorate' the system as of the 'normal people' oriented system. The 
simple design is specially designed to suite a more professional look with simple 
background and less animation but with few color combination to make user feel too 
bore. 
The reason of simplicity is because the main concern of the E-Transaction 
System is on the data processing. Hence more effort has to be put in giving the best 
mechanism on data processing. Besides that, it will give user an uncomfortable act if 
the data retrieved are being displayed in a crowded and animated interface. Hence, 
each interface is just consists if the necessary options for· the user and try not to 
confuse the user with all different kind of decorations being 'crafted' on the 
interface. 
Last but not least, the simplicity of the interface design is to enable the user to 
make ease of use. This means that a simple interface will give the user more and 











~.3 System Constraints 
Owing to the insufficient time given to research on the various aspects of the 
development of E-Transaction System such as learning a new language of ASP, 
configuring IIS, Microsoft FrontPage and much more, I am unable to .address all the 
functionality of what an E-Office shall have but however the current system 
developed is adequate for the use of a business organization. 
8.3.1 Lack Functional Modules 
Although being able to perform the major and important task of an E-Office, 
he E-Transaction System still lacks certain functionality such as printing the reports 
into hard copy, automating the issuing of Transaction forms and much more. Well 
his minor functionality may provide the ideas for the future enhancements of the E- 
ransaction System. 
8.3.2 Database Not Encrypted 
The database is not secured enough because all the information are stored in a 
plain text form rather than in an encrypted format. 
8.3.3 Lack of Functionality To Assist User In Creating Accounts 
Portable one of the most obvious limitation of the system is the inability of 
he system to assist the user to identify the account information being input 
reviously. This is mainly due to the consideration of flexibility whereby some users 
refer to organize the account information to their preferences. If there is a function 
hich guides the user in doing such task, the user power will eventually cut down. 
he other reason is on the time constraints for not being able to design a more 
eneric type of function which can balance both factors of giving user the assistance 










~.4 Future Enhancement 
8.4.1 Provide More Functionality 
As mentioned above, the E-Transaction System may not have what it takes to 
compete with other available system. But not because of the design but the lack of 
extra functionality for user such as 
i) Automating the issuing of the purchase order form 
ii) Maybe a more attractive interface 
iii) Fixing the bugs which is yet to be known during documentation time 
iv) Create a more generic function in assisting the user to create accounts 
8.4.1.1 Automating The Issuing Of The Purchase Order Form 
Admitting that the algorithm of issuing the system method of issuing the 
purchase order for is deemed to have the user to put some effort to using input stock 
that the organization intend to purchase. The method of attaching a text file into an 
email message is seemed as the only way because there are must exist independence 
between the organization and supplier. 
Whilst designing the method, there is an idea to straight posting the message 
using CDONTS object in ASP. However, since the information can be stored only in 
one variable, the probability of overflow may occur in a very high manner. Hence the 
only method is to use attachment. 
Future enhancements can modify the design of the system by maybe 
permitting the external module to share certain level of information which eventually 
leads to supplier emerge as a part of the system of E-Officc. By the sharing of 
information which decreases the independence between both modules the , 










8.4.1.2 More Attractive Interface 
Although the concept of the interface of E-Transaction System is on 
simplicity but there may be future enhancements whereby the creative minds of 
others may give some life into the interface. However the main focus of the 
enhancement is to let the user comfort using the system, not to confuse the user with 
over 'decorate' interface. 
8.4.1.3 Fixing Bugs Which Is Still Not Known During Testing Time 
Although until documentation period, no more bugs have been identified but 
it does not mean that the system is bug free. Hence future enhancement should focus 
on maybe finding bugs on the system. 
8.4.1.4 Creating A More Generic Function In Assisting User In Creating 
Accounts 
Future enhancement can focus on displaying the account numbers for the user 










ts End User Evaluation 
Admitted the E-Transaction System does not have much of end user evaluation 
oecause it is rather difficult to find accounting background personnel. Although the 
argument of the evaluation may not be strong, the evaluation of the user is deemed 
quite important whereby the professional comment and criticism by the user will be 
taken into note during development period. 
Hence as far as the end user evaluation is concern, the E-Transaction System 
has gone through a thorough usage by accounting background personnel and the 
feedback by the user is quite satisfactory and the system weakness pointed out by the 
user also signifies the weakness of the system which was already been mentioned 
above. 
8.6 Knowledge and Experience Gained 
Well for the past 4 months or so, things have been very interesting because I 
have been able to gain invaluable experience and knowledge whilst doing this 
project. The knowledge and experience varies from programming, setting up of 
platforms, System Analysis and Design and other system design principles. 
Besides that, the knowledge gained from this project is the awareness of user's 
needs. It was found that users need a user-friendly environment, a readable 
homepage and clear instructions and guidance. And the programmer needs to find 










These are improvements in skills of finding information, classifying fields, 
.olving problems and independently plan and accomplish the project on schedule 
vithout much supervision. 
But the most important experience I have gained is the ability to work as a team 
where I have worked with a group of fantastic people, coordinating our system 
design as well as integrating our final system. At the same time, the ability and 
experience to develop such a huge system is deemed very beneficial to me and 
believe that these knowledge and experience I acquired during my time doing this 
project will sure prove its worth in the future especially when I approach the working 
world in the future. 
8.7 Conclusion 
Building a web-based application package is a challenging task. A lot of 
research, time and effort have been involved in making this project successful and in 
fulfilling the task requirements. A comprehensive knowledge in building a web- 
based application is also necessary and important especially knowledge about the 
client and server. It is because they arc the main communication feature to a web- 
based application. 
In conclusion, the E-Transaction System has met its own objective of becoming 
an Account Information System which is capable of performing real time business 
transaction where most accounting information system such as the famous UBS 
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E-Office is an integrated solution for an E-Commerce organization to perform 
their business transaction events in an automated computing environment. The focus 
or objective of E-Office is to automate the usual business transaction events which 
will play a big role in helping the organization to achieve their strategic objectives. 
E-Office is developed to be embedded in organization's website as a web-based 
system. E-Office is designed to support knowledge workers; individuals for whom 
the manipulation of information and knowledge is their business. For this version, 
three modules are develop there are Human Resource Management System (HRMS), 
E-Transaction and Leave Approval System (LAS). These modules which represent 
internal functionality as an integrated unit whereby interaction and integration 
between modules occur. Besides integrating as a unit, the modules also interact with 
external system of other organizations. In this project, only one module will be 
discussed - e-Transaction. 
This user manual is intended to give the end user more information about the 
specification and the user guide for the E-Transaction System. The user manual can 









1.0 System Specifications 
The system specification of the E-Transaction System consists mainly of the 
hardware being used for the server side and the client side 
Server Side • Intel Pentium 133 MHz and 
above 
• 64 MB RAM and above 
• 2 GB hard disk with a 
minimum of 650 MB of free 
space 
• Mouse and Keyboard 
• Windows XP Professional 
• Internet Information System 
5.0 (IIS) 
• Active Server Pages (ASP) 
• Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
• VBScript, JavaScript 
• Internet Explorer 5.0 
• Microsoft Visual Interdev 
Client Side • Intel Pentium 133 MHz and 
above 
• 64 MB RAM and above 
• 2 GB hard disk with a 
minimum of 650 MB of free 
space 
• Mouse and Keyboard 
• Windows XP Professional 









to User Guide 
2.1 Login 
To access the system, the user should log in. Only financial staff is allowed to 
access the E-Transaction System. (Check the database to get your username 
and password.) 
] l OGIN USlR M1crosoft Internet [xplorcr · t;::.@::fR; 
Flo Edt Y1ow FOY<lfios Tools He\) 
0 Bock • \(.) 0 ~ :J '. j) 5e•d1 * FOVOtbs 





1. Insert your "Username" and 
"Password" 
1' RDRUUY UM 11 l13l1lf AM 
2. Click "Submit" to login .. • 
3. Click "Home" to return 
Homepage. 
Figure l - Login page 
After login, 
"Transaction Menu" 
page will appear. 
f1M18!!1111M"!"'~mt!ldllll"llHlll·1 .. '" "' ,_ .. ~ ... "':.... ... CT., 
Here are links to three 
different section or 
module whis are 
Client, Transaction and 
Account Module. 
e-Office > >Tr a 115actI011 














2.2 Client Section 
This section consist "New Client" and "View Client Profile" link. 
Chent Form Microsoft Internet Explorer (;:)~ fgl 
1e Edit - FOV<rles Tools Help 
~Sack• 0 [!) [il I : ...o- ~faV<Xhs (i'Meda E) 19• ~. li:l! • [3 
tkl-e<S lil N:tp'f(loc.t;;;j;;;ft~a.rtFo<m.aso ,, __ ~--~-- ·~----~--- ~1 a Go 
e-Office > >Transact i 0 n 





Click "Submit" button after fill in 




r --------- -----] 
---~---- "--- __ ] 
~::::Code '. E=--=-=3 
Name 
Click "View Client 
List" and choose 
"Client ID" to view 
Client's Detail 
.Attenfton 
' Mobile No 
(1edlt 
r= ~~ =--~ . -  __ ~J_-_"E;;.~1,---=:-r~=-- .. - J --=::J 
r------1 
--·--- --· '~-- - - ,, ............ "Ill 
Click "Reset" button to clear the form. 
Figure 3- New Client Form 
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e-Qffice >>Transaction 
>>Client Now Cllan View Client Ust 
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Figure 5 - View Client Details 
2.3 Transaction Section 
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Figure 7 - Transaction Report 
2.4 Account Section 
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Figure 9 - View Account List 
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